Virtual Content Insertion (VCI) is an emerging application of video analysis. For VCI the spatial position is very important as improper placement will make the insertion intrusive. To choose the spatial position, we propose the notation of Lower Attentive Region (LAR) and provide a generic framework of LAR detection for broadcast video. An LAR is defined, from the cognition point of view, as a region of the video frame which attracts less audience's attention. It can be changed with little interruption to the main content of the original video. The proposed LAR detection framework includes both bottom-up and top-down modules and can be adapted to all types of videos. Finally we apply the proposed LAR detection approach to broadcast sports video by integrating domain knowledge. The Experiments on LAR detection and VCI in broadcast video demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual Content Insertion (VCI) is an emerging application of video analysis and has been studied for several years. The task of VCI is to make the inserted content attractive to the viewers and meanwhile not intrusive. Thus the time point and spatial position of VCI must be chosen carefully to meet the requirement. To improve the attractiveness, Virtual Content (VC) can be inserted into video highlights or frames with little camera motion.
Compared with time point, spatial position is even more important as improper placement will make the insertion intrusive. Several works has been done to detect the suitable position. In [2] static region, goalmouth, central circle and boundary line of soccer video are detected to identify suitable locations for VCI. More generic works include VRM [1] and Lower Informative Region (LIR) [3] . Both of the two works don't need any domain knowledge and can be extended in all types of videos. However, only information theory is considered. Visual attention, an important mechanism of human visual system, is neglected. To detect the spatial position for VCI, a notation of Lower Attentive Region (LAR) is proposed in this paper. An LAR, from the cognition point of view, is defined as a region of the video frame which attracts less audience's attention. It will be presented and detected using visual attention and information theory in this paper.
In this paper we provide a generic LAR detection framework which can be applied to general video. With the detected LAR, VC can be inserted into videos with little intrusion. And as an application, an LAR detection method is also proposed for VCI in sports video using domain knowledge. The contribution of this paper can be concluded from the following aspects. Firstly, we propose a notation of LAR from the cognition point of view. Secondly, we provide a generic framework for LAR detection which includes both bottom-up module and top-down module. Finally, we propose a bottom-up LAR detection method which needs little prior knowledge.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a generic LAR detection framework is presented. In section 3, we present the top-down LAR detection method with sports video playfield view shots as an example. In section 4, VCI methods are briefly presented. In section 5, experimental results on TV play series and on sports video are reported. We conclude the paper with future work in section 6.
LOWER ATTENTIVE REGION DETECTION

Framework
Shot is a basic unit of video. Within a shot, the content is of continuum both spatial and temporal. So in our work we perform LAR detection with shot as the spatio-temporal context. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the LAR of each shot can be obtained by both bottom-up and top-down mechanism. In the bottom-up module visual attention and information theory are used to detect the LAR without any domain knowledge, which will be detailed in the following section. And in the top-down module, specific object is detected by using domain knowledge to identify LAR. An example of top-down LAR detection can be seen in section 3.
Attention Analysis
There are already some works to perform computational visual attention analysis, include static attention to detect Region Of Interest (ROI) of images [4, 5] , and motion attention to detect ROI in spatio-temporal cues [6] . Performing attention analysis generates the saliency map of each frame. The LAR should be of lower saliency. In this paper, we will propose a new motion attention analysis method by integrating motion information into the regionbased method [5] . Image segmentation is first performed in the method to obtain the regions. Then the saliency of each region is evaluated by combining both global contrast and contextual difference. It is calculated as follow:
where is the feagure contrast between two regions.
SD is a function of the spatial distance between the two regions and is a factor related with the adjacent degree of the two regions.
Motion attracts much human attention and plays an important role in video analysis. Motion information can be obtained by several methods such as optical flow. However, a critical issue is that the motion estimation under moving camera is still a challenging problem and the motion information obtained is not so reliable. To alleviate the unpleasant impact, a cone-shaped Motion Vector Space (MVS) is adopted to represent motion vector [8] . This method transforms the MVS to HSV color space as follow:
where the motion magnitude and the texture are normalized to 0, 255 . The selection of texture as value follows the intuition that a high-textured region produces a more reliable motion vector. With this method the motion information can be presented intuitively. And the most significant advantage of this method is that when the motion vector is not reliable for camera motion, the V component can still provide a good presentation of the frame.
To analyze visual attention in spatio-temporal cues, we perform region based attention analysis on both the original image and the HSV image. Since the HSV image is feature of the original image, it can share the segmentation result of the original image. The example of attention analysis result can be seen in Figure 2, (a-i) . 
Information Analysis
The region outside the ROI attracts less attention but is still necessary to fully understanding of the scene. The necessity of a region is evaluated by its information and entropy in our work. The information of a region is a representation of its importance as a subset of the shot, while its entropy is the amount of information it contains as an independent image. An LAR must supplies less information and contains less entropy at the same time. The related works can be found in [1, 7] . In [1] block based entropy is used to detect the region of lower Viewer Relevance (VR). In [7] information of each image block is used to evaluate its attentiveness. The information of each spatio-temporal block is calculated by its conditional probability.
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where , , B x y t is an image block on frame , t , , 1 V x y t is its temporal context and F t is frame t ,which is used here as the spatial context. This method is concise and elegant but difficult to be implemented due to its high feature dimension.
In this paper a simple and effective method is adopted to calculate the information and entropy of each region and the result is used to evaluate the region's necessity. We adopt the entire shot as the spatio-temporal context and the pixels are assumed to be independent to each other. Let be the normalized accumulative histogram of a shot, the information of a pixel of intensity l will be:
Let be a region of current frame, here a region is referred as a subset of the frame. Under the independent assumption its information is the sum of the information supplied by all of its pixels. Let be its normalized histogram, then its information can be calculated as: 
The final LAR should be of less information and less entropy. An example of information analysis can be found in Figure 2 , in which (j) and (k) are the information map and the entropy map of the frame respectively.
Attention analysis generates the static saliency map and motion saliency map for each frame. Information analysis produces the information map and entropy map. Fusing the maps generates the frame attention map (See Figure 2, (l) ). Finally, the shot attention map can be obtained by average the attention maps of the shot.
LAR DETECTION FOR SPORTS VIDEO
Sports video VCI has been researched for its huge audience and commercial potential. In this section we will adapt the proposed LAR detection framework to sports video by using domain knowledge.
Method Overview
In sports video the shots can be classified into several types according to content. In [8] the shots are predefined into 8 semantic categories including 6 out of play segments and 2 in play ones. However, a much coarser classification is enough for the purpose of LAR detection. In our work the shots are classified into field view, player view (coach, referee) and audience view. Filed view and player view shots take up more than 90% of the video. So in our work, we perform LAR detection and VCI only on filed view and player view shots. This classification can be used to most types of sports including soccer, tennis and so on. Generally speaking, the field view shots are long shots of the field.
The players attract most attention and the LAR can be defined and detected using the information of the playfield. Field view LAR detection will be presented in section 3.2 as an example of top-down LAR detection. Player view shots are player close up and the player may be running fast. For player view shots LAR can be detected by using the bottomup method presented in section 2.
Field View LAR Detection
All the frames of filed view shots have the similar dominant color. For example, field view of soccer and baseball has the dominant color of green, while basket ball yellow. On the playfield there are usually many lines and/or circles, which can be used in LAR detection and in camera calibration. Also there are usually some particular objects that appear at the fixed position, such as the goal mouths in soccer video and the baskets in basketball video. They can be used to detect LAR in a top-down manner. So in field view shots, playfield detection, line and curve detection, as well as object detection [2] can be combined to detect the LAR. Field detection can facilitate LAR detection by performing detection on the field region. Playfields may vary heavily between different types of sports, and vary lightly within same type of sport. The GMM based method [9] is adopted to detect the playfield. It is adaptive by sampling training data automatically from the video and robust by modeling the playfield with GMM. Detecting the lines and circles on the playfield helps LAR detection by supplying potential LAR which will be chosen using domain knowledge. In Figure 3 
VIRTUAL CONTENT INSERTION
With the detected LAR the VC can be inserted into the video without disturbing the audience. The methods for VCI include static and dynamic insertion. By static insertion the content floats over the original video, while dynamic insertion may be less intrusive by merge the content into the background. For dynamic insertion the camera parameter must be reconstructed and the content is adapted to the camera metric. For sports video the structure of playfield/court is stable. Thus the structure information is used in camera calibration [10] . In our work we use dynamic insertion in sports video playfield view shots and static insertion in other shots/videos. 
EXPERIMENT
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method we performed experiments on LAR detection and VCI on broadcast TV play series (22 minutes) and sports video including soccer and (45 minutes) tennis videos (26 minutes). The data are of MPEG format.
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With the proposed bottom-up LAR detection method, the regions of lower saliency and lower necessity are detected correctly on player view shots and the TV play series. An example is illustrated in Figure 4 . In the attention map ( Figure 4, (b) ), the regions of the player are of higher attention value than others, which is consistent with our common sense. With the attentive map the left-bottom corner of the frame is chosen for VCI, as illustrated in Figure 4 For the field view shots, we insert the virtual content using dynamic method. Some of the results are illustrated in Figure 5 . In the figure, the yellow/blue background is used to demonstrate the insertion effect. The images (a)-(c) are sampled from a soccer video field view shot. It can be seen that the VC is fused into the center circle as if it were on the real playfield. In the shot the camera is moving. The VCI method presented in Section 4 estimates the camera motion and adapts the VC to the camera metric. In the result, the boundary of the center circle is not very satisfying and the precision will be improved in our future work. Compared with soccer video, VCI in tennis video is easier for its less camera motion and the compactness of the court's structure. An example can be seen in Figure 5, (d) ).
